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\textbf{Abstract}

The dynamic cytoskeletal components, biomolecular motors and their associated filaments, can be integrated \textit{in vitro} with synthetic components to enable nanoscale transport systems. These “molecular shuttles” have generated significant scientific interest over the past decade, resulting in over 200 publications. This review focuses on the contributions involving the use of linear biomolecular motors, kinesin and myosin, and their associated filaments, microtubule and actin, in device applications. Exploiting the naturally occurring motion between the motors and their associated filaments requires an interdisciplinary understanding of the underlying challenges. Three basic topics that most of the experimental contributions have sought to address are: the guiding of shuttle movement, the loading and unloading of cargo onto the shuttles, and the control of motor activity. The physical properties of motors and filaments determine the engineering solutions to the design challenges. The applications, which center on the basic capability of nanoscale motion, and the roadblocks to their widespread implementation will be discussed in detail.
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1. Introduction

Biomolecular motors, also known as motor proteins, are unique stimulus-responsive polymers. These particular amino acid polymers will undergo dramatic conformational changes as they bind and hydrolyze ATP and release the products in a cyclic process. Linear motors, such as myosin and kinesin, operate in conjunction with cytoskeletal filaments—actin filaments and microtubules, respectively. These filaments are linear polymers of thousands of actin or tubulin proteins and serve as the specific structures against which the motors exert forces. By coupling the conformational changes during ATP hydrolysis to changes in the motor affinity to the cytoskeletal filaments, motors can move along the filaments in a stepwise fashion.

A kinesin motor “walking” in a directed motion along a microtubule is a fascinating nanomachine (Fig. 1): about a thousand amino acids are arranged in a specific sequence that can fold into a structure with a “head” and a “tail”. The head has an enzymatic site for the hydrolysis of ATP as well as a specific binding site for the attachment to the microtubule. The tail coils around the tail of a second kinesin monomer to create a two-legged structure that also acts as a connector to bind and move specific cargoes. The hydrolysis of each ATP molecule causes a precise sequence of conformational and affinity changes which is coordinated between the two heads of each kinesin dimer. The energetic efficiency of this process can exceed 50%, making it higher than the efficiency of a car engine [1,2].

Biomolecular motors, and in particular kinesin, are thus a prime example how polymeric structures have evolved in nature with a performance unmatched by any man-made polymer. These motors are truly nanomachines, which have tamed thermal fluctuations so that an individual molecule can predictably perform a sequence of hundreds of steps. Clearly, the behavior of these polymers is not discussed in a textbook of equilibrium thermodynamics.

It is instructive to compare biomolecular motors to synthetic stimulus-responsive polymers, such as poly(N isopropyl acrylamide) (PNIPAM). While PNIPAM is often utilized in gels with macroscopic dimensions [3–6], or thin films [7,8], its stimulus response can also be exploited on the molecular scale. For example, individual molecules of PNIPAM can be grafted onto proteins [9,10] where their phase transition from a collapsed to an extended conformation is exploited to block a binding site. However, to actuate the PNIPAM molecule, the stimulus has to be externally applied to the entire environment of the molecule. In contrast, a biomolecular motor operates...
autonomously in a constant environment. While some artificially designed DNA motors [11,12] have recently been able to achieve autonomous operation, their speed and efficiency are orders of magnitude lower than those of biomolecular motors.

The performance advantages of biomolecular motors over synthetic stimulus-responsive polymers are maintained if the motors are integrated into macroscopic structures, such as a muscle. A muscle, e.g., a biceps, contains on the order of 10^{20} myosin motors coupled together into a macroscopic structure, but it still achieves a maximal efficiency exceeding 20% [13]. In contrast, the efficiency of energy conversion in a PNIPAM gel has been estimated as 0.001% [5].

Beyond evolving a highly functional molecular motor, nature has accomplished other feats of interest to the polymer chemist, materials scientist or nanobiologist: myosin motors have been hierarchically assembled over multiple length scales into muscle, which is an accomplishment unmatched by any synthetic polymer system. Control of motor activity has been achieved on the macroscale via the neuromuscular system, as well as on the subcellular scale via a variety of molecular mechanisms [14,15]. Motors and cytoskeletal filaments combine into a multifunctional, adaptive material [16,17]. Last but not least, applications have been found for molecular motors, derived systems, and materials.

Biomolecular motors have attracted tremendous interest from physiologists, biologists and bioengineers due to their central role in the musculoskeletal system. Tens of thousands of publications describe biomolecular motors from the perspective of the natural sciences and biomedicine.

This review, in contrast, will describe an engineering frontier, which has emerged in the past ten years: the design of hybrid systems incorporating biomolecular motors. The focus of this effort is in the realm of nanotechnology because providing actuation at the nanoscale is particularly challenging by other means, and because a functional nanosystem requires fewer molecular scale parts than a system on the meso- or macroscale. The importance of polymer science concepts will be highlighted, since they are encountered at two scales: the molecular scale of individual motor proteins and the supramolecular scale of cytoskeletal filaments, which can be thought of as "polymers of polymers". Systems designed from linear motors are emphasized here, since the efforts in the utilization of the rotary motor F1-ATPase [18–20] have slowed, due to the difficulty of utilizing this protein in a synthetic environment.

This review is the latest of a series of efforts to summarize the state-of-the-art in the field [21–33], and aims to be an up-to-date and comprehensive overview. The organization of the manuscript is as follows: after an introduction to the basic properties of cytoskeletal filaments and the motor proteins myosin II and kinesin-1, we will focus on the design of nanoscale transport systems powered by kinesin and myosin and review the extensive research concerning these systems. We will conclude with a review of the applications which have been described and a brief outlook into the future.

2. Cytoskeletal filaments

The cytoskeleton consists of a network of actin filaments, microtubules and intermediate filaments [34]. This protein scaffold assists the eukaryotic cell in organizing its cytoplasm, in responding to external mechanical stimuli, and in generating motility [35,36].

Actin, one of the most abundant proteins in eukaryotic cells [37], plays both dynamic and structural roles [38]. Along with actin-binding proteins (ABPs), the actin cytoskeleton provides mechanical strength to the cell, connects transmembrane proteins with cytoplasmic proteins, and generates locomotion in cells [39].

Microtubules are long, stiff, and hollow biopolymers found in all eukaryotes [40]. They nucleate at and grow out from microtubule-organizing centers such as centrosomes [41], span the entire cytoplasm, and provide structural support to the cell [42]. Together with microtubule-associated proteins (MAPs), these remarkable constructs are involved in a variety of cellular functions such as intracellular transport, cell motility, and mitosis [35].

Intermediate filaments are ropelike polymers composed of tetramerized alpha-helical rods with N- and C-terminal domains. The structure and function of intermediate filaments depend on their intracellular location [43]. For example, lamin provides stability to the nuclear membrane, vimentin withstands stresses in the cytoplasm of the cell, and desmin provides linkages within muscle fibers.

Since microtubules and actin filaments also serve as tracks for motor proteins, their structural organization will be reviewed in more detail.

2.1. Actin filaments

Actin monomers called G-actin (globular-actin) polymerize in the presence of ATP and millimolar concentrations of Ca^{2+} or Mg^{2+} to form right-handed, double-stranded helical filaments. These filaments, called F-actin (filamentous-actin) have a diameter of 8 nm [38] and consist of two strands which cross over every 36 nm, giving a full 360° turn every 72 nm [44]. The monomers incorporate into the filament in a specific orientation, thus imparting a structural and functional polarity to the filament. Based on their appearance in electron microscopy images, when coated with myosin motor domains (myosin subfragment 1), the fast-growing end is designated as the "barbed end", while the slow growing end is referred to as the "pointed end" of the filament. Motor proteins of the myosin family bind to actin filaments and, generally, move in the direction of the barbed end. In vivo, actin filaments are very dynamic structures which are in a dynamic equilibrium between polymerization and depolymerization. In vitro, however, actin filaments can be stabilized against depolymerization with phalloidin [45]. This stabilization is essential for their use in engineered structures.

The wire-like actin filaments with a trajectory persistence length of less than 10 μm [46–48] are employed in hybrid devices if myosin motors are preferred or particularly flexible filaments are desired.
2.2. Microtubules

Microtubules are hollow cylinders composed of α,β-tubulin heterodimers [51]. Tubulin dimers bind head-to-tail to form linear protofilaments with an 8 nm repeat distance and a variable number (10–18, often 13) of protofilaments and assemble into a cylindrical structure with an outer diameter of about 25 nm and a length of many micrometers (Fig. 2a) [52]. Since the protofilaments bind to each other in the same orientation, the microtubule also develops structural polarity. The end exposing α-tubulin is slow-growing and called the minus end, and the fast-growing end exposing β-tubulin is named the plus end. However, protofilaments bind to each other with an offset of 0.92 nm, which results in an accumulated offset of 12 nm from 13 protofilaments. This exactly equals the length of three monomers and hence, for a 13 protofilament microtubule, a discontinuity in the structure or a linear ‘seam’ exists. The structural properties of microtubules are critical to their cellular functions as well as their nanotechnological applications.

During polymerization, microtubules can display a phenomenon termed dynamic instability: stochastic switching between growing and shrinking phases on a timescale of minutes [53]. When microtubules are in a growth phase, the tubulin dimers joining the plus end have a GTP molecule bound to them, which they subsequently hydrolyze to GDP [54]. If polymerization proceeds faster than hydrolysis, a “cap” of GTP-tubulins is formed at the microtubule tip, which stabilizes the microtubule. If hydrolysis overtake polymerization, the GTP cap is destroyed and rapid depolymerization sets in (a phenomenon known as “catastrophe”). The depolymerization of the microtubule stops when a surviving GTP tubulin is encountered in the microtubule lattice, which arrests the depolymerization and initiates a new growth phase (the process is termed “rescue”) [55]. Hence, microtubule assembly depends critically on the binding, hydrolysis, and exchange of the nucleotide GTP [56], which acts by changing the conformation of the tubulin dimer [57].

Dynamic instability enables cells to perform multiple tasks. Regulated assembly and disassembly of microtubules can generate pulling and pushing forces [58], and is used by cells to position the mitotic spindle and separate the two sets of chromosomes into the two daughter cells [59,60]. Dynamic instability also allows cells to recycle the tubulin building blocks. From a materials perspective, constantly turning over the subunits of a structural element might also allow cells to ensure that these components remain defect free [61].

The diversity of tasks that cells are able to fulfill by controlling dynamic instability has piqued the imagination of nanotechnologists too. Simulations have shown that the seemingly unreliable stochastic process of dynamic assembly can be employed to build a variety of nanostructures [62]. Strategies to sort, pattern, harvest, and deliver nanoparticles have been evaluated (Fig. 3a). Reproducible control over the actions of these nanosystems can be exercised only at the “swarm” level, where the stochastic nature of individual elements is averaged [62,67]. The initial steps towards an experimental demonstration of these concepts have been taken by assembling three-dimensional polar-oriented synthetic microtubule organizing centers [68].

The reversibility of the actin or tubulin polymerization is also employed for the preparation and purification of proteins functionalized with fluorophores or biotin, for example [69,70]. It is essential that the ability of the protein to polymerize is not compromised after functionalization. Hence, microtubules are labeled in the polymer form, excess label is removed and functional protein is selected by repeated cycles of polymerization, centrifugation and depolymerization. Nanoparticle-labeled actin monomers...
Frequently, a static microtubule structure is desirable. To this end, depolymerization can be suppressed for days by the addition of paclitaxel (taxol) to the buffer solution [71]. Microtubules can also be chemically cross-linked using glutaraldehyde. This extends their lifetime to weeks and makes them stable at temperatures as high as 90 °C and against large variations in pH [72,73].

Due to their nanoscale cross-section, very high aspect ratio, and well-ordered surface functionality, stabilized microtubules can be used as templates for the production of inorganic nanowires [65,66,74] and nanoparticle arrays (Fig. 3c) [64,66]. Iron oxide-coated microtubules [74] have been produced by a biomimetic mineralization process with a fair amount of control over the oxide thickness and crystallinity. Tubulin–carbon nanotube hybrids, including microtubule encapsulated-nanotubes have also been reported [75].

3. Biomolecular motors

Cells contain a wide variety of biomolecular motors, including the F1-ATPase rotary motor [76], DNA polymerase [31] and the motor proteins of the myosin, kinesin and dynein families [77]. All of these motors can utilize chemical energy to generate mechanical motion. Kinesin-1 (conventional kinesin) and myosin II (muscle myosin) are of particular utility in nanotechnology, because their primary function is the exertion of force, and they will be discussed in some detail in the following two sections. Dynein motors have not been traditionally employed for nanotechnological applications; hence their detailed discussion is omitted. While myosin moves along actin filaments, kinesin and dynein walk along microtubules. The key to the generation of motion by motor proteins is a conformational change in the globular ‘head’ domain of the motor as a result from adenosine triphosphatase (ATP) hydrolysis while the head is attached to the associated filament. The conformational change is amplified and results...
in movement of the load bearing ‘tail’ region of the motor in a specific direction along the filament. The amplification is provided by the lever arm ‘neck’ domain and depends directly on the length of this lever arm [78]. After this ‘power stroke’, the head detaches, advances and rebinds at the next binding site on the filament. The fraction of time that each head spends in its attached state is called the duty ratio of the motor. Differences in the duty ratio are important in determining if the motors are processive or not [34]. A non-processive motor detaches from the filament after every step while a processive motor stays attached for multiple steps. Motors have evolved with different duty ratios to serve distinctly different cellular functions [34]. For example, highly processive kinesin motors are utilized individually by cells for long distance intracellular transport, while non-processive myosins are used in parallel in large numbers to produce rapid motion.

3.1. Myosin

Myosin motors are involved in intracellular organelle transport [79], cell movement [80], endocytosis and exocytosis [81,82], and mechanotransduction [83]. Most importantly, myosin movement along actin filaments is the force-generating mechanism for muscle contraction [84–86].

From the myosin family (myosin I–XXIV [87]), primarily myosin II has been chosen for engineering applications due to its wide availability [28], although myosin V has been employed as well [88]. The non-processive myosin II (duty ratio of about 0.05 [89]) works in large arrays in muscle fibers where each motor contributes a small and quick translocation of the associated actin filament. The processive myosin V (duty ratio of 0.7 [90]) is employed for long-distance intracellular cargo transport. The kinetic mechanism of myosins has been modeled as a power-stroke model [91] and less frequently as a biased Brownian ratchet [92,93]. The in vitro speed of purified myosin II motors at saturating ATP concentrations is about 6 μm/s, and each motor generates a force on the order of 1 pN [34].

3.2. Kinesin

Kinesin-1 motors are primarily involved in intracellular transport of vesicles and organelles [95]. Their role becomes particularly important in neurons because vital cargo has to be transported over large distances [96]. Kinesins are also involved in cell division [97], and the organization of cilia and flagella [98].

Kinesin-1 is a two-headed motor which walks towards the plus end of the microtubules (Fig. 2b). It is a tetramer of two identical “heavy chains”, and two associated light chains, which in vivo are responsible for cargo binding. The heavy chains fold into two globular heads at one end, a stalk with a hinge in the middle, and a tail domain at the other end [99]. The heads step on the binding sites along the microtubule protofilaments. These sites are spaced 8 nm apart. Each head of the kinesin molecule takes 16 nm steps, thus moving the entire molecule 8 nm in each step in a hand-over-hand mechanism [100]. The heads pass each other on alternating sides to keep the stalk from getting twisted during the walk. For every step, kinesin consumes one ATP molecule [101]. The two heads are tightly coordinated so that one head does not detach before the other is securely attached. This makes kinesin a highly processive motor [102], allowing it to walk for several micrometers before detaching. The exact sequence of events in the mechanochemical cycle of kinesin is still debated but one possible description is depicted in Fig. 4 [94]: the tail domain, if not bound to the cargo, inhibits motor activity by binding to the motor region, presumably to conserve ATP and maintain the kinesin position near the cargo loading area [103].

In vitro, kinesin motors walk along microtubules at speeds of 1 μm/s (saturating ATP concentrations [34]). The force at which the mean velocity drops to zero, the stall force, is about 8 pN and is independent of ATP concentration [34]. Because of its high degree of processivity, even a single kinesin molecule is capable of propelling microtubules along a surface [104].

4. From motility assays to nanoscale transport systems

Biophysicists have for a long time utilized in vitro assays to study motor proteins and their associated cytoskeletal filaments in a synthetic environment [105–108]. These “motility assays” enable the purification and identification of the involved biological components, the controlled arrangement of biological and synthetic structures, and the sensitive detection of the ensuing events. Motility assays have been conducted in the “bead geometry” (filaments stationary, motors moving) and in the “gliding geometry” (filaments moving, motors stationary). Both approaches have been adopted by engineers aiming to mimic the biological applications of motor proteins, and in particular their function as nanoscale transport systems. These nanotransporters are often referred to as “molecular shuttles”.

4.1. Bead geometry

In the bead geometry, the cytoskeletal filament – often a microtubule – is immobilized by adsorption to a surface while the motor is attached to a polystyrene microsphere (the “bead”) and walks along the filament. Optical tweezers can be used to exert precisely calibrated opposing forces on the bead and consequently on the motor. The displacement of the bead as a function of time reveals the individual steps of the motor heads. These data helped unravel the walking mechanism of molecular motors [109–116]. Fusion proteins combining a motor with a fluorescent protein enable the imaging of motor movement with even less interference, albeit without the ability to exert a defined load.

For processive motors such as kinesin, dynein, and myosin V, the associated filament is fixed to a slide surface while the motor protein is fixed to the trapped bead through its tail (Fig. 5a). The trap can now either remain stationary and exert increasing forces as the motor moves on the filament, or serve as a ‘constant force clamp’ [117] through a feed-back loop that moves the laser focus. Multiple motors of the same [118] or different [119] kind can also be attached to the same bead to model the transport...
Fig. 4. Asymmetric hand-over-hand mecanochemical cycle of kinesin [94]. (a) ATP binding to the leading head induces a conformational change in the molecule. This power stroke results in the movement of the trailing head towards the plus end of the microtubule. (b) The trailing head reaches the next binding site, 16 nm away on the microtubule lattice, after a diffusional substep. (c) Binding to the microtubule catalyzes ADP release from the new leading head. This strains the neck linker region which gates the two head domains in different states. (d) ATP hydrolysis and release of phosphate from the now trailing head relieves the strain, freeing the leading head to bind to an ATP molecule to repeat the cycle.

Fig. 5. Design routes for nanotechnological applications. (a) Bead geometry. This is most often employed in an optical tweezer setup utilized by motor biophysicists. Filaments adsorbed to a substrate serve as tracks for motors. Microsphere cargo is bound to the tail region of the motors and held in place by a laser trap. (b) Gliding or inverted geometry. Motors are adsorbed to a substrate through their tail domains. The heads project out into the solution and bind to filaments. The experiments are usually carried out in a “flow” cell which enables solution exchanges (but does not utilize continuous flow) and investigation under a microscope.
properties of cargo being propelled by several motors; a situation much closer to the complex traffic inside the cell.

For non-processive motors such as myosin II, the optical trap setup is usually modified [113,120]. Beads are attached to the coverslip to provide docking of the motors via their tails. A filament is stretched between two beads via double optical tweezers and brought close to the coverslip surface to interact with one or more motors. A recent review summarizes the use of optical tweezers in the study of non-processive motors [121].

The distance over which the bead is transported depends on the number of motors connecting the filament and the bead [118], but can only exceed the length of the filament if the immobilized filaments are overlapping [122].

4.2. Gliding geometry

The gliding geometry (or “inverted geometry”) utilizes immobilized motors and a moving filament. This is advantageous as the filament can move for centimeters without interruption, provided a sufficient area has been covered with motors. Furthermore even non-processive motors, such as myosin II, can transport filaments over long distances since a large number of motors can simultaneously interact with the filament [92]. Gliding assays are typically performed in simple ‘flow cells’ assembled from a glass slide and a glass coverslip separated by spacers of roughly 100 μm height (Fig. 5b) [108].

The interaction between the motors and the internal surface of the flow cell in a gliding assay has been shown to be critical [29,30]. The direct binding of a motor to the glass surface of the coverslip leads typically to denaturation of the motor protein with a complete (neither filament binding nor transport) or partial (binding but not transport) loss of function of the motor. Coating the surface with a nitrocellulose film (for myosin) or a blocking protein such as casein (for kinesin, Fig. 5b) has been shown to dramatically enhance the motor activity after non-specific adsorption [108,123]. In addition, strategies to specifically adsorb motors to coatings on the surface have been explored [124,125].

The gliding of filaments can be imaged by dark-field, differential interference contrast, or fluorescence microscopy. While the filaments appear significantly wider than they actually are due to the resolution limitations of optical microscopy, the position of isolated filaments can be determined with nanometer accuracy in three dimensions [126,127]. For example, it has been established using fluorescence interference contrast microscopy that kinesin holds the microtubule 17 nm away from the surface [128].

4.3. Nanoscale transport by molecular shuttles

While bead and gliding assays reconstitute some aspects of in vivo motor functions, they are far from recreating the motor-based transport system of a eukaryotic cell. In the gel-like cytoplasm of these cells, a rich variety of motor proteins has evolved to transport specific organelles and vesicles over large distances from one defined location to another at controlled rates and well-defined points in time [129].

To mimic the biological transport system, the functionality of the bead or gliding assay would have to be significantly expanded. By integrating directed transport along predefined paths, loading and unloading of specific cargoes and user-controlled activation of the motors a fully functional biomimetic nanoscale transport system could be created. Such a system, termed “molecular shuttle” [130,131], was envisioned to serve as a component of miniaturized devices and functional materials.

In the context of miniaturized devices [132], the critical advantage that motors confer is that there is no need of external pumps to power the mass transport functions. The chemical energy derived from ATP molecules, present within the system, is directly harnessed to generate motion. Active transport by molecular shuttles also complements diffusion, pressure-driven flow or electrokinetic transport in micro and nanofluidic devices since its effectiveness scales differently with the transport distance [21,23,133].

Molecular shuttle designs can be based on either the bead or the gliding assay (Fig. 5), with each configuration offering distinct advantages.

Control over direction of motion is most elegantly achieved in the gliding assay. Due to the intrinsic structural polarity of the filaments, the resulting motion in a gliding assay is always towards one end of the filament. The gliding filaments can be guided in a specific direction by a variety of techniques, which are discussed in the next section. For directional control in bead assays, oriented filaments have to be immobilized on the surface in high densities. Immobilization has been achieved through silane–microtubule interactions [134,135], minus end-specific antibodies [136], immobilizing seeds on the surface [137], selective DNA hybridization [138], or using modified motors that only bind to filaments [139]. Subsequent alignment is achieved through fluid flow [134–136] or elongation of the immobilized filaments through polymerization [137,139]. However in the majority of studies, filaments are first aligned using the gliding assay and then immobilized to serve as tracks for motor coated beads.

In the gliding assay, diverse cargoes can be attached in high density to filaments by conventional bioconjugation techniques [69]. As discussed earlier, the actin or tubulin subunits are typically first functionalized and purified, and then reassembled into filaments with the desired properties. In a bead assay, however, apart from generating dense tracks of oriented filament, functional motors need to be adsorbed in high density to the cargo surface [118].

The basic challenges of guiding the movement, loading the cargo, and controlling the motors are common to all molecular shuttle systems, and are reviewed in the following sections. However, since the bead geometry has only been employed in a few instances [122,140–148], the discussion will focus on systems utilizing the gliding geometry.

5. Guiding molecular shuttles

On planar surfaces uniformly coated with myosin or kinesin motors, actin filaments and microtubules, respectively, perform persistent random walks [47,149]. These
paths result from the Brownian motion of the filament tip, which searches for the next motor as the advancing filament is anchored to the preceding motors. The emerging trajectory thus can be modeled as a worm-like chain, whose stochastic properties – just as the polymeric filament itself – can be characterized by a persistence length.

While some device designs can take advantage of the random movement of shuttles [132,150], in most cases it is essential to guide molecular shuttles along predetermined paths. In addition, it is desirable to define a specific direction of transport along the path as well as to have the ability to switch between alternative paths.

The approaches that have been used to design guiding tracks are: (1) physically erecting steep side walls for channels that guide shuttles moving on the bottom surface, (2) chemically defining track regions where motor proteins are adsorbed and surrounded by non-track regions so that shuttle motility is restricted within track regions, (3) combination of both these techniques, where only the channel bottoms have functional motor proteins and walls do not have active motors, and active steering of shuttles using (4) flow fields, (5) electric fields and (6) magnetic fields.

5.1. Guiding using surface topography

Surface topography provides physical confinement by imposing barriers to filament motility. When the shuttles collide with the walls of the barriers, the propelling force of motor proteins is transformed into bending forces for the filaments. This results in guiding along the direction of channel walls (Fig. 6a) [151,152].

The first physical guiding design for both the actomyosin system [153] and the kinesin–microtubule system [130] were simple ridges and grooves along the shear axis of a mechanically deposited PTFE film on glass. The widths and heights of ridges however, were difficult to control. Replica-molding of polyurethane channel reproducibly produces channel geometries [131]. While these open guiding channels have to be sufficiently deep (>200 nm) to prevent the microtubule or actin filament from climbing the wall [127,154], the angle of approach is also a key determinant of the outcome of filament-sidewall collisions (either guiding or escape) and hence of guiding efficiency [155].

The adsorption of filaments to the guiding channels in random directions leads to bidirectional movement of shuttles along the tracks. Extraction of unidirectional movement was made possible by adding ‘arrowhead’-shaped rectifiers to the tracks [156]. While these rectifiers selected the direction of movement with a 70% success rate, several advanced rectifier designs have now been tested for rectification efficiency and analyzed for the rectification mechanism [157,158]. A more detailed understanding of filament gliding trajectories [149] has also enabled simulations aiding the design of tracks for systems based on microtubules [159] and actin filaments [47].

Another design advance was the introduction of an undercut at the bottom of the channel wall [160] (Fig. 6b). Microtubules [160] and actin filaments [161] are unable to climb the sidewall and hence preferentially move in the undercut section of the channel. These undercuts were later combined with other rectifier designs [122,162] for efficient guiding and generation of unidirectional motion.

Completely enclosed microfluidic channels have also been employed for kinesin–microtubule shuttles [163]. While open channels have to guard against the escape of filaments, these capped channels inherently provide three-dimensional confinement. Directional rectifiers have been been
incorporated into closed channels [164] and the use of electrical fields in closed channels has even enabled dynamic control of the filament path [165].

Directional control in bead assays involves laying down filaments in an isopolar orientation, which has been achieved using the gliding assay. Rectifiers with built-in overhangs were employed in one study [122] to orient kinesin-propelled short microtubule seeds. Seeds were immobilized and extended by polymerization into oriented networks of microtubules. The oriented microtubule tracks were then shown to support the motility of kinesin-coated nanospheres with a strong directional preference. In an alternative approach [144], surface patterns were used to position individual microtubules which were then immobilized by UV light to serve as tracks in the bead assays.

5.2. Guiding using surface chemistry

An alternative to physical barriers that force the filament into the desired direction are patterns in motor density and/or functionality, which bias the Brownian motion of the filament tip in the direction of the track (Fig. 6c). When a filament moving on a track reaches the boundary of a region which is either free of motors or contains inactive motors, an overhanging filament tip not bound to any motors emerges. This tip either keeps growing in length until it detaches completely from the surface or it bends back to the motor-rich area as a result of its Brownian motion. It has an increased chance of returning to the motor-rich area when it is held only by the very last motor, because it can swivel around the motor axis [166]. A small angle of approach of the filament to the boundary and low filament stiffness facilitate the return of the filament tip to the track [151,152].

Patterns in motor density or functionality can be created by patterns in the surface chemistry supporting the layer of motor proteins. This approach was first demonstrated in actomyosin systems by fabricating various patterns of tracks of hydrophobic PMMA on a hydrophilic coverslip by photolithography [167]. In the next report, the hydrophobicity of a copolymer film of tert-butyl-methacrylate (tBuMA) and methyl methacrylate (MMA) was modulated using e-beam irradiation. Actin motility remained confined within the narrow hydrophobic lines corresponding to the unexposed regions of the polymer film [168]. Testing of several materials revealed that a trimethylchlorosilane (TMCS) surface, produced by silanization, is a good substrate for myosin binding in the in vitro motility assay [169]. TMCS/silica micro patterns and nanopatterns were created using UV lithography and e-beam lithography respectively [170]. Different modes of myosin adsorption on different surfaces have been identified [171].

Producing contrasts in both, kinesin density and functionality, is more challenging because the frequently employed casein layer partially shields kinesin from the surface. As a result, microtubule motility is supported on a wide variety of surfaces. Non-fouling coatings offer a solution, since they suppress the adsorption of both casein and kinesin [151,172].

Motor adsorption can also be mediated through specific interactions. For example, patterns of streptavidin have been generated on gold-coated substrates using dippen lithography and microcontact printing. Biotinylated myosin has then been attached onto these while albumin has been utilized to avoid non-specific adsorption [173]. Biotinylated kinesin has also been used to achieve directed attachment [174]. Nanometer-scale gold lines within the walls of micrometer-sized chambers have been used to generate biotin-derivatized SAMs. Biotinylated kinesin has been attached to these SAMs via streptavidin and intermediate layers of biotinylated albumin. Microtubule sliding is thus confined to these tracks on the walls of the chamber. Patterns of carbon nanotube networks have also been shown to be effective barriers to myosin adsorption and hence the spatial activity of actomyosin [175].

Nanometer-wide tracks of myosin [176] and kinesin [177] have been generated by a biotemplated stamping technique. The filament lattice itself was used as a stamp to bind and transfer motor proteins to planar surfaces. The deposited motors then released the template filament, leaving behind nanometer wide tracks of motors able to bind and propel filaments in either direction along the track.

5.3. Guiding using surface topography and chemistry

Problems with both surface topography and chemical guiding approaches have been already recognized in early reports [131,168]. In topographical confinement, filaments can climb the sidewall (due to motors being present there) and escape [131]. When chemically confined, filaments crossing the boundary may detach from the surface, because their motion is not redirected by a wall [168]. The probability of filament loss in both cases depends primarily on the angle of approach to the boundary and the filament stiffness [151]. The logical solution to these problems is to combine both approaches and confine motor adsorption/functionality only to the bottom surface of the guiding channel. For the kinesin–microtubule system, this combination has been achieved by constructing polymer channels with non-fouling on a glass surface. For the actomyosin system, a variety of different resist materials with inherently different or modifiable hydrophilic character have been employed.

In the first demonstration of guiding by non-fouling topographical features [156], Triton X-100, a non-ionic detergent, has been used to render channel walls non-fouling. The study was also the first to introduce the use of direction rectifiers within guiding channels to extract unidirectional shuttle movement. Since then, non-fouling channel walls have been generated by physisorbing Pluronic F108 to hydrophobic SU-8 walls [151] and to polymer walls rendered hydrophobic by fluorosilanes [178]. In a later study [179], it was proven that SU-8 photoresist by itself also does not support kinesin-based motility and can be used to effectively guide shuttles [180]. Motility has also been achieved on gold patterns etched into a SiO2 surface which was later functionalized with poly(ethylene glycol) chains [181,182].

Combined guiding approaches for the actomyosin system started with the use of laser ablation as a direct-write tool to define channels with a defined topography and
adsorption contrast [183,184]. A simple wet micro contact printing technique has also been employed to generate 100 nm high non-adsorbing walls on top of motility-supporting polymer layers [185]. The use of e-beam to write nanopatterns has been made possible after testing various resist polymers for myosin activity [186,187]. Motility-resisting polymer has been coated on the top of motility supporting polymer so that patterns can be written on the top layer all the way down to the bottom layer [188]. In the next step, the undercuts developed for the kinesin–microtubule system [160] have also been included in the design [161]. Generation of unidirectional motion in the actomyosin system has been achieved by allowing filaments to enter narrow tracks through entry zones designed at only the end of the tracks [152]. Filaments enter the tracks in just one direction and cannot take U-turns because the tracks are too narrow.

5.4. Guiding using flow fields

Filament alignment using flow fields has been employed even before the concept of molecular shuttles was introduced [189,190]. Shear flow exerts drag forces on the leading tip of the gliding filament. The random tip fluctuations develop a bias towards finding a motor in the direction of the shear flow which ultimately leads to polar alignment of the entire filament in that direction [154]. However, if the pressure-driven shear flow is halted, the direction of filament movement becomes randomized again. Oriented filament arrays which support directed transport in the bead geometry are created by immobilizing the filaments immediately after alignment.

Flow-oriented microtubule arrays have served as tracks to transport micrometer sized kinesin-coated cargoes on flat surfaces [140] and in microchannels [142]. Both studies were followed by experiments with additional control over cargo movement via the use of optical tweezers [143] and varying ATP concentration [141]. Polar orientation of microtubules has also been demonstrated in a dynein-based assay [146,191] and used for unidirectional motion of both kinesin-coated and dynein-coated beads [146]. The rate of microtubule alignment at different motor densities and shear flow strengths has been investigated in [192], providing a detailed understanding of the physical mechanism underlying guiding by flow fields.

5.5. Guiding using electrical fields

Electric fields exert electrophoretic forces on the negatively charged actin filaments and microtubules, which bend the cantilevered tip of the gliding filament towards the cathode and over time, reorient the entire structure. Additional forces are exerted by the electroosmotic flow of counter ions in the opposite direction. However, the electrodes used to generate the electric fields have to be placed far apart from the filaments to alleviate the effects of heating and the generation of oxygen, which interferes with fluorescence imaging [193].

Initial fundamental studies detailing the effect of electrophoretic forces on motor-propelled actin filaments [194] and microtubules [195] have characterized the electrophoretic mobility and charge density of these filaments. Active control over the motion of individual microtubules has been achieved with electric fields [165]. In this study, populations of two differently labeled microtubules approaching a Y junction have been steered into two different reservoirs. A color-sensitive camera has been used to identify each microtubule approaching each junction and to trigger the application of the electric field in the polarity required for accurate sorting. Detailed statistical analysis of microtubule guiding by direct current (DC) fields have proved that the microtubule tip is deflected towards the anode while translocating until it is engaged by another kinesin. Hence, kinesin surface density and microtubule translocation speed along with electric field strength affect the rate of redirection of microtubules [196]. In a follow-up study, redirection behavior has been used to measure the charge density and flexural rigidity of microtubules [197].

In the presence of alternating electric (AC) fields, dielectrophoretic forces on moving filaments align them towards the highest field gradient. Although AC-generated force fields are of short range compared to static DC fields, they have been reported to be more effective than electrophoretic forces for guiding microtubules [180]. Dielectrophoretic guiding of myosin-propelled actin has also been demonstrated and analyzed [88].

5.6. Guiding using magnetic fields

Guiding using magnetic fields is made possible [198] by functionalizing filaments with ferritic particles. Microtubules functionalized with ferritic particles have been aligned [199,200] and guided [201] by externally applied weak magnetic fields. Actin filaments functionalized with superparamagnetic microspheres have been used to study the effect of externally applied loads on the motility of the actomyosin system [202].

5.7. Summary

The random motion of shuttles on the surface needs to be steered along specified paths to achieve directed transport. While initial strategies to generate unidirectional motion of shuttles [156] have been utilized to generate oriented and interconnected network of filaments for bead assays [122], strategies to actively control the shuttle motion by external means have also been demonstrated [165].

The field of guiding shuttles has now reached a matured state. The trajectory persistence length of gliding filaments has been determined experimentally [46–48,149,203,204] and the mechanistic details behind dispersion in shuttle motion have been understood [47,149]. These developments have made it possible to simulate the motion of shuttles within the structures [47,159]. Using simulations, it was discovered that the average distance traveled within a channel between two successive U-turns scales with \( \exp(-0.6L_p/w) \), where \( L_p \) is the persistence length of the filament and \( w \) is the track width (Fig. 7a). The dependence of guiding efficiencies of simple motifs on the filament properties such as persistence length and motor properties such as speed was also established. This in silico approach
together with the wealth of information generated by the experimental studies enables the rational design of devices powered by biomolecular shuttles.

6. Loading and unloading of cargo

6.1. Loading and unloading approaches

In nature, kinesin–1 motors serve as motile cargo transporters moving along the stationary microtubules. Their long (~60 nm) and flexible tails are well-adapted to grasping cargo [128]. Specialized scaffolding proteins create a connection between the tail and the specific cargo [205]. Molecular shuttles, which often utilize the gliding geometry discussed in Section 4.2, require different, engineered approaches to connect with and disconnect from various types of cargo. Ideally, the cargo attachment is strong, durable, specific, reversible, adaptable to different types of cargo, and does not interfere with gliding motion of filaments [131].

The cargo-binding strategies and cargo properties have to take the characteristics of the motor/filament system into account. For example, due to their helical structure actin filaments rotate once every micrometer while being propelled by surface-adhered myosin [206,207]. If bound cargo follows the filament rotation, it might interfere with the actin–myosin interactions. In contrast, microtubules with 13 protofilaments, which can be obtained by suitable polymerization conditions [208], have their protofilament aligned parallel rather than helical to the microtubule axis.

Nitzsche et al. have shown that these microtubules do not rotate while being propelled by kinesin, and, surprisingly, that attachment of large microspheres interrupts rotation of microtubules with different protofilament numbers [209].

Cargo loading onto molecular shuttles was first achieved by attaching streptavidin-coated polystyrene microspheres to kinesin-propelled microtubules [131]. It was discovered early that conjugating biotinylated microtubules with cargoes such as avidin [199], streptavidin-coated quantum dots [210] and ferritic particles [200] before introduction into the flow cell precludes subsequent binding of these filaments to the motors on the surface. To circumvent this problem, filaments can be biotinylated in segments [201,210] to define cargo binding regions and motor binding regions (Fig. 8a and b). Alternatively, cargo can be connected to filaments already bound to the surface, although, this also interferes with motor–filament interactions [211].

The connection of cargo to filaments attached to the surface–adhered motors allows for precise control over cargo dosage and localized cargo binding. The filaments are held to the surface by the motors, hence cargo can be introduced and removed by buffer exchanges. This technique has enabled the evaluation of the attachment kinetics of streptavidin to biotinylated microtubules [215] and of the effect of size and concentration of a variety of cargoes [212] on motility. A precise knowledge of dosage-coverage characteristics is critical in applications such as active self-assembly of filaments [216–219]. Localized cargo binding has been achieved by defining surface regions with high cargo densities (yellow region in Fig. 8c) [213,220]. Cargo has been specifically immobilized with tethers utilizing reversible chemistries. Kinesin-driven functionalized microtubules have then picked up cargo from these ‘loading stations’ and transported it to cargo-free areas. This design spatially separates cargo pick-up and its subsequent utilization.

Cargo can be attached to filaments using covalent as well as non-covalent chemistries. However, non-covalent interactions, such as antibody/antigen bonds are preferred due to their selectivity and reversibility. In particular the strong non-covalent bond between biotin and streptavidin is readily integrated into molecular shuttle systems due to the commercial availability of biotinylated tubulin and actin (Cytoskeleton Inc.).
Fig. 8. Considerations for cargo loading onto kinesin driven microtubules. Cargo binding to (a) microtubules \([201,210,212]\) and (b) actin \([63]\) prior to motor binding precludes filaments from binding to motors. Hence cargo should be bound to filaments in segments with defined regions for cargo binding and motor binding. (c) Spatial control over cargo binding can be achieved by engineering ‘loading stations’ \([213]\) on a surface. These stations have cargoes tethered to the surface by reversible chemistries. Figure adapted from Brunner et al. \([213]\). Copyright The Royal Society of Chemistry. Reproduced with permission. (d) Biotin–streptavidin behaves as a molecular adhesive over the timescales of binding of surface adsorbed cargo to moving microtubules. Hence, microtubule speed has to be optimized to maximize cargo binding to the filaments \([214]\). Figure adapted with permission from \([214]\). Copyright 2009 American Chemical Society.

Biotinylated microtubules, sometimes coated with streptavidin, have carried a wide variety of streptavidin-functionalized or biotinylated cargoes, including quantum dots \([210]\), micro- and nanospheres \([131,121]\) (Fig. 9a), ferritic particles, \([199–201]\), DNA \([221–224]\) and carbon nanotubes \([225]\). Biotinylated microtubules have been shown to transport, stretch \([221]\), and manipulate \([222,223]\) biotinylated DNA molecules via streptavidin cross-links. DNA-loaded microtubules have been used to test the sensitivity and selectivity of the capture of complementary fluorescent DNA strands (Fig. 9b) \([224]\). In a substantially improved design \([226]\), microtubules carried single-stranded DNA with a fluorescence tag in the quenched state (a so-called ‘molecular beacon’). Capture of complementary strand from solution opened the beacon, thus enhancing its fluorescence.

A surprising dependence of cargo loading on the shuttle speed has been observed for biotin/streptavidin linkages \([214]\). Surface-adsorbed biotinylated nanospheres have been picked-up by streptavidin-functionalized moving microtubules. Cargo attachment is maximal at a speed of \(\sim 200\) nm/s, which is significantly below the top speed of the shuttle. The optimum is a consequence of the complex binding energy landscape of the biotin–streptavidin linkages, which gain their ultimate strength on a time scale of milliseconds. This insight relies on a detailed analysis of the mechanics and chemistry of the binding process, where the flexible biotin linkers on the microtubule and

Fig. 9. Examples of loading experiments utilizing the biotin–streptavidin chemistry. (a) Biotinylated cargo, such as biotinylated nanospheres can be attached to streptavidin-coated biotinylated microtubules \([214]\). (b) Specific capture of fluorophore-linked target DNA has been shown by microtubules functionalized with appropriate probe DNA. The biotinylated probe strands where attached to biotinylated microtubules using streptavidin as a cross-linker \([224]\). (c) A double-antibody-sandwich assay was realized by linking a biotinylated antibody to a biotinylated microtubule with streptavidin, selectively capturing analytes from solution, and detecting the captured analytes via binding of antibody-functionalized optical tags \([215,227–230]\).
the nanosphere can stretch from their most probable end-to-end distance to their maximum contour length (shown in Fig. 8d) and where attachment is governed by force-dependent reaction rates.

A major advance in loading cargo onto shuttles has been the attachment of cargo without prior biotin/streptavidin functionalization. Analytes, such as myoglobin proteins [215] and virus particles [227], were directly captured by antibodies attached to the shuttle. In combination with the pick-up of a second antibody carrying an optical tag, a double-antibody-sandwich has been constructed on gliding microtubules (Fig. 9c). In a related development, capture and transport of engineered cargo such as cowpea mosaic virus (CPMV) particles [228] has been demonstrated using both avidin–bixin and antibody–antigen interactions. It was envisioned that the quantum dot-functionalized virus could simultaneously serve as a bright fluorescent tag and as a portable scaffold for biomolecules. In a follow-up study [229], these virus particles have carried fluorescent groups as well as antibodies to a toxin, staphylococcal enterotoxin B (SEB). A double-antibody-sandwich assay was used to successfully load these CPMV particles onto gliding microtubules. This technology has recently been expanded to multi-analyte assays [230], opening avenues for the design of multiplex biosensors.

Other creative cargo-loading schemes have provided shuttles’ systems with cargo unloading capability [220,231,232] and with an in situ supply of fuel [233]. Malachite green loaded onto microtubules has been shown to capture and release malachite green aptamers [231]. The aptamer release is triggered by adding excess malachite green to the motility buffer. In another report, cyclodextrin has been loaded onto microtubules [234]. Cyclodextrin molecules can reversibly bind certain guest molecules in their cavity. The capture of 1,8-ANS molecules by cyclodextrin-loaded microtubules has been demonstrated, although unloading is not yet demonstrated. For incorporating an in situ supply of fuel, microspheres coated with an ATP-generating enzyme have been loaded onto microtubules through the biotin–streptavidin chemistry [233]. Unfortunately, the limited amount of enzyme present restricts the gliding velocities to about 1% of the maximum speed.

Cargo loading onto gliding actin filaments has been shown for a limited number of systems. Polystyrene microspheres have been coated with gelsolin, a protein selectively binding to the barbed end of actin [235]. Actin filaments loaded these microspheres specifically at the trailing end, and glided on myosin-coated surfaces without any significant reduction in velocity [235,236]. Loading biotinylated actin filaments with streptavidin-coated quantum dots also preserved the ability to glide [237]. Similar to preparation of segmented microtubules with defined regions for cargo binding and motor binding [210], segmented actin filaments [63] have been prepared from native actin monomers and actin monomers functionalized with gold nanoparticles. Gold nanoparticles have been grown into wires within defined segments of the actin filaments by catalytic enlargement of the nanoparticles (Fig. 8b). About 40% of these segmented gold nanowire–actin filament polymers are capable of being propelled by surface immobilized myosin [63].

6.2. Summary

Our ability to load cargo onto molecular shuttles has rapidly advanced. A wide variety of cargo has been successfully loaded, and the developed techniques have been integrated in device applications. In particular, the loading of DNA molecules [221] and assembly of double-antibody-sandwich assays onto moving shuttles [215,227] have inspired studies of single molecule manipulation [222] and biosensors [132,238], respectively. In addition, recent studies have identified the effects of cargo loading on the motility of shuttles [211,212] and the dependence of cargo loading on shuttle speeds [214].

Controlled unloading of cargo would be beneficial for various molecular shuttle designs. Shuttles would be able to transfer cargoes between different stations [213,220], and could also be used multiple times. Initial studies into controlled breaking of linkages [239] and interactions between cargo-loaded microtubules [240] provide important insights for designing such arrangements.

7. Controlling motor activity

7.1. Activation approaches

Biomolecular motors are enzymes of the ATPase family and can be described by the Michaelis–Menten model for enzyme kinetics [241]. Production of motion is typically dependent on ATP consumption, hence controlling ATP concentration is a direct route to controlling shuttle velocity. In addition, the dependence of motor activity on a variety of other factors such as divalent ion concentrations, pH, temperature and motor density has been investigated for kinesin [242–244] and myosin [245–248].

Thus, motor activity can be reversibly controlled over time by changing the concentration of ATP [249–251], by reversibly inhibiting motors with local anesthetics [252,253], or by engineering kinesin mutants with activity depending switch-like on the presence of Ca2+ [254] or Zn2+ [255]. With advanced microfluidic perfusion systems, these concentration changes can be achieved under computer control within seconds. For example, kinesin-propelled microtubules can be stopped within 1 s and restarted within 10 s [256]. However, the use of solution exchanges to regulate motor activity is inconsistent with the application of molecular shuttles as an alternative to fluid flow.

An alternative approach to changing the concentration of molecular activators or inhibitors is the use of caged compounds. For example, 1-(4,5-dimethoxy-2-nitrophenyl)ethyl-caged ATP (DMNPE-caged ATP) converts from an inactive to an active state upon exposure to UV light, and the released ATP can be subsequently sequestered by an ATP-consuming enzyme, such as hexokinase [131]. This creates a temporary increase in ATP concentration which translates into shuttle movement over micrometer distances. In a follow up study [258], the optical and biochemical properties of DMNPE-caged ATP...
Fig. 10. (a) Light activation and control of molecular shuttles [67]. A cylindrical cone of UV light locally photolyzes caged-ATP to produce ATP. As the ATP diffuses outward, it is hydrolyzed by kinesin and consumed by hexokinase. Addition of hexokinase increases the gradient of the ATP concentration profile at the expense of the maximum shuttle speed. Figure reproduced with permission from [67]. Copyright 2008 American Chemical Society. (b) Manipulation of microtubule speeds with electric field [257]. Negatively charged microtubules move faster in the presence of assisting fields by a factor of 5 and can be completely stalled in the presence of opposing fields. Figure reproduced with permission from [257]. Copyright 2008 American Chemical Society.

have been characterized in detail. It has also been demonstrated that DMNPE-caged ATP can be stored in sufficient amounts in a typical device and that the activation can be triggered with a UV lamp or even sunlight. To gain additional spatial and temporal control over motor activity, UV exposure can be carried out in short pulses and through small pinholes (Fig. 10a) [67]. Photolysis of caged inhibitors to decrease motor speed has also been achieved [259]. Based on the knowledge that the kinesin tail domain suppresses the ATPase activity of the motor domain, caged peptides derived from the kinesin tail domain have been engineered. Upon uncaging by photolysis, these peptides interfere with kinesin motility and reduce speeds to 20% within 20–30 s of exposure.

Changes in temperature cause exponential variations in the enzymatic activity of motors [243,244]. Temperature-pulse microscopy, which utilizes laser light for heating, enables highly localized and rapid temperature changes. The technique has been utilized to control both myosin [260] and kinesin [261] activity. Rapid temperature changes have also been realized using an all-electrical system [262]. Thin metallic film heaters and thermometers have been fabricated onto a single glass cover slip and biased by a DC voltage. Electrically controlled thermal activation of myosin motors has been studied in the temperature range from 10 °C to 50 °C [262]. The speed of microtubules gliding over a kinesin-coated surface has also been directly controlled by the application of an electric field. Negatively charged microtubules experience an electrophoretic attraction towards the cathode (Fig. 10b). Although electric fields have been primarily used to guide the direction of filament motion, it was shown that the microtubule gliding speeds can increase five-fold by application of assisting fields or decrease to zero for opposing fields [257]. A simple grab-and-release model has been used to explain the velocity change with applied electric fields.

Smart surfaces coated with stimuli-responsive polymers [263] enable elegant alternatives to motor control. Chains of the thermo-responsive polymer poly(N isopropyl acrylamide) (PNIPAM) with embedded functional kinesin have been grafted onto a silicon substrate [264]. Conformational changes have been induced in the PNIPAM chains via external temperature control. Above the lower critical solution temperature (32 °C) polymer chains are compacted and microtubules can land and glide on the kinesin surface. At lower temperatures, the chains extend to more than 20 nm above the surface and the microtubules are released from the surface. This effect can be understood to be a result of the geometry of the gliding filament [128]. In a follow-up study [8], PNIPAM polymer chains with different transition temperatures have been immobilized on the surface. This allows for active control over the size of surface regions in which PNIPAM is swollen or collapsed. A fundamentally different design employs an electrically switchable surface [265]. When the polymer (poly(CH2OH-EDOT)) is electrochemically switched from its semiconducting state to its conducting state, the speed of microtubule gliding on adsorbed kinesin decreases reversibly by 35%. This reversible interaction of enzyme activity with surface properties is a surprising finding of possibly far-reaching impact.
While regulating motor activity is one approach, recent reports have aimed to manipulate filament density and velocity without targeting the motors. Reversible docking of negatively charged microtubules has been demonstrated on gold microfabricated surfaces by electrostatic fields [266].

7.2. Summary

Flow-based exchange of buffers can modulate the activity of wild type or mutant kinesins by effecting changes in the buffer composition. However, motor activities can be more elegantly controlled by external stimuli such as changes in temperature, light-controlled release of caged ATP, and application of electrical fields.

The spatial and temporal resolution of the control mechanism is often limited by diffusion of either control molecules or heat. In order to control the activity of individual shuttles, the concentration profile of the activator or inhibitor molecules needs to be sharpened. To prevent diffusion of control molecules beyond the desired zone of activation, a sequestration system can be employed. However, the increased spatial control comes at the expense of a reduced efficiency in the utilization of the control molecules [67].

Activation methods based on localized heating are in addition limited by the small temperature span within which motor proteins retain their functionality. While the electric modulation of surface properties [265] to control motor activity does not yet deliver the desired reduction of the gliding speed to zero, it likely does not suffer from similar constraints with respect to spatial and temporal control.

8. Applications

In this section we highlight some of the general application concepts that have emerged from the integration of molecular motors and synthetic components. There have been intriguing reports proposing motor-based nanotechnologies such as micropumps [267] and biocomputation devices [268]. Here we focus on experimental demonstrations which incorporate the technical approaches outlined in the preceding sections.

8.1. Manipulation of single molecules

Recent studies [62,67] have argued that shuttles are best utilized in a ‘swarm’ context rather than as tightly controlled individual nanotransporters. Nevertheless, the reproducible and well-characterized nanoscale motion generated by motors and the ability to attach cargo via biotinylation and streptavidin-coated microsphere has inspired several single molecule manipulation studies.

Interactions between cargo-carrying shuttles are routinely studied using fluorescence techniques [240]. In an early study [269], a collision between a surface-immobilized biotinylated microtubule and a kinesin-propelled biotinylated microtubule carrying a streptavidin-coated microsphere has been analyzed (Fig. 11a). The clamped microtubule serves as a molecular cantilever and the moving microtubule applies a bending force on it once the microsphere attaches to the cantilever. In the event of a transfer of the bead, the bending force can be estimated using the known stiffness of a microtubule. This arrangement can serve as a versatile forcemeter for measuring rupture forces of single receptor/ligand pairs in the pN range.

Significant progress has also been achieved for DNA transport and manipulation. Kinesin-propelled biotinylated microtubules have been used to transport and stretch individual λ-phage DNA molecules [221]. DNA molecules, biotinylated at their ends, are attached to the microtubule via a streptavidin linkage. DNA stretching was achieved when a moving microtubule picked up the end of another DNA molecule already attached to the substrate at its other end (via streptavidin or pH-dependent binding to the glass). This design has been further improved

Fig. 11. Manipulation of single molecules. (a) A cantilevered microtubule is loaded by a kinesin propelled microtubule due to biotin–streptavidin chemistry. As the stiffness of the microtubule is well characterized, the bending of the microtubule at the point where the linkage breaks can be used to estimate the force required to break the linkage [269]. Figure reproduced with permission from [269]. Copyright 2002 American Chemical Society. (b) DNA molecules with thiol groups at one end were stuck to the surface within defined gold pads. The other end carried biotin–streptavidin, which was used to load that end onto the gliding biotinylated microtubules. DNA loading onto moving microtubules and subsequent transport results in unwinding and stretching of the DNA strands [221–223]. Figure adapted from Dinu et al. [222]. Copyright Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA. Reproduced with permission.
by attaching the stationary end of the DNA double strand to the surface by thiol/gold linkages (Fig. 11b) [222]. This allows for greater spatial control over the parallel manipulation of DNA molecules between the microfabricated gold pads and motile microtubules. In a related study [223], DNA molecules have been tethered to the surface by antibody–antigen interactions and the other end has been stretched by motile microtubules. The stretched DNA molecule is then immobilized between the bottom coverslip and a top polyacrylamide gel and cleaved by an enzyme supplied through the gel.

8.2. Investigation of surface properties

Biomolecular shuttles interface biological and synthetic components. While considerable efforts have been expended in maintaining the function of the incorporated proteins in their new environment [29], some studies exploit the protein functionality to characterize the environment around them.

In the first report which probed surface topographical features using molecular shuttles [270], fluorescent microtubules were propelled randomly by kinesin on a topographically structured surface (Fig. 12a). Microtubules visited the elevated portions of the surface less often which showed up as dark spots in an image created by overlaying hundreds of fluorescence microscopy images acquired successively from the same surface region.

This concept has been expanded to include local height information with the use of fluorescence-interference contrast (FLIC) wide-field microscopy. FLIC microscopy encodes height information with nanometer resolution for a fluorophore situated above a reflecting surface by exploiting interference effects for excitation and emission light. To demonstrate imaging in three dimensions, surface topographies have been patterned into a silicon oxide layer [127] (Fig. 12b). Kinesin-driven microtubules cross shallow and deep pits and change their distance from the underlying reflective silicon substrate. At high motor densities, the trajectories of the flexible microtubules reproduce the topography of the surface, which can be inferred from the fluorescence intensities. This parallel process relying on autonomous, self-propelled nanorobots is a conceptual alternative to the deterministically controlled macroscopic cantilever probes of scanning force microscopes.

The strong interaction between kinesin and microtubules has also been explored as a technique for quantifying the surface coverage of functional kinesin at extremely low densities (Fig. 12c). Measuring the rate of microtubule attachment from solution to surface-adhered kinesin enables the determination of motor densities down to a few motors per \( \mu \text{m}^2 \) [104,108]. Although microtubule landing rates have been used to compare functional kinesin densities on different surfaces for guiding purposes [178,179], an absolute determination of kinesin densities has not been attempted. In a recent report [123], functional kinesin densities in the range of 0.004–1 ng cm\(^{-2}\) have been measured to evaluate the performance of several state-of-the-art non-fouling surface chemistries. This method offers a substantial improvement over the detection limit of established characterization techniques, such as surface plasmon resonance (which is about a ng per cm\(^{-2}\)).

8.3. Self-assembly

Molecular self-assembly is the spontaneous association of molecular-scale components into a hierarchical organization by attractive forces [271]. Self-assembled structures can be prepared in large numbers in parallel from bottom up and are envisioned to replace the prod-
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ucts from serial top down nanofabrication techniques such as scanning tunneling microscopy and e-beam lithography. Self-assembly, in most cases, does also not require high vacuum, clean room environment or cryogenic temperatures.

Traditionally, self-assembly at the molecular scale relies on diffusion to bring the building blocks in contact and on thermal activation to break unintended contacts. The complex attractive and repulsive interactions required for structures composed of different building blocks need to be already encoded into the basic units. For example, the highly specific interactions between nucleotides of several short DNA strands have been used to generate well defined 'DNA origami' geometries [272]. In a 'one-pot' technique, strands are mixed together at elevated temperatures and left to anneal for a few hours to self-assemble into the desired structures.

It has been argued however, that distinct advantages can be conferred to the assembly process if the building blocks are actively transported by molecular shuttles [217]. Besides accelerating the process for larger structures, it facilitates the utilization of stronger bonds. Instead of relying on thermal activation to dissociate mismatched parts,
force generated by motors can be used to rectify errors in assembly. Most importantly, it permits the assembly of strained, non-equilibrium structures.

Self-assembled strained structures can be produced by kinesin-driven biotinylated microtubules by partially covering the microtubule surface with streptavidin \[216,219\] or streptavidin-coated quantum dots \[212\]. The gliding microtubules first assemble into 'nanowires', which in turn form 'nanospools' (Fig. 13). Motors play a crucial role in the assembly of both the structures. All the microtubules in the nanowire are aligned in a unipolar fashion. The motor force insures that the initial contacts between wrongly aligned microtubules are broken. Motors also provide the bending force for stiff microtubules to assemble into nanospools. These final strained structures are stable, because multiple biotin–streptavidin bonds keep them in place. If however, excess biotin is added after the structures are formed, motor action leads to disassembly \[218\], revealing the reversibility of the process. Dynamic assembly of these structures can thus be understood as an interplay between thermodynamic and energy-consuming processes \[218\].

8.4. Biosensing

The active transport of proteins and viruses enabled by molecular shuttles is a valuable tool in the context of lab-on-a-chip devices, since it can be exploited to concentrate analytes \[238\] or to replace mass transport by pressure-driven fluid flow or electroosmotic flow \[149\].

The capture and concentration of analytes by molecular shuttles has been experimentally demonstrated by aggregating streptavidin (serving as analyte) with biotinylated microtubules moving on a kinesin-coated surface structured into a large capture area and a small collection area \[238\]. If carefully designed, such a capture and collection process can accelerate analyte arrival at the sensor site up by orders of magnitude \[150\].

Replacing other mass transport mechanisms provides a particular benefit for “smart dust” devices \[273\] which during their autonomous operation can ill afford external electrical power or external pumps. Based on the molecular shuttle technology described in the preceding sections, a miniaturized integrated analytical device which detects the presence of antigen in a complex solution has now been reported \[132\].

In a biosensor, analytes are often detected by specific capture with receptor molecules and subsequent tagging with optical tags. A common strategy, especially for protein and virus analytes, is to employ a double-antibody-sandwich assay. In such assays, excess sample solution has to be removed after the capture process and unbound optical tags have to be removed before the detection process. These solution exchanges are usually driven by external pumps or manual pipetting. Molecular shuttles provide the possibility of replacing the capture–wash–tag–wash–detect sequence in these assays with a capture–transport–tag–transport–detect sequence (outlined in Fig. 14).

Several key developments have enabled such a design. Successful assembly and transport of double-antibody-sandwich assays by molecular shuttles \[215,227,229\] has been demonstrated for a variety of antigen types and now, for different analytes in the same assay \[230\]. Spatial control over pick up and delivery of cargoes has been achieved by designing loading stations \[213\]. This is critical because in the shuttle-based biosensor design, functionalized shut-
tles would capture antigens and then move into a tagging zone to pick up the optical tags. Shuttles loaded with optical tags can also be collected into a centralized small location to enhance the signal from the tags. This has been demonstrated [238] by concentrating biotinylated microtubules which captured labeled streptavidin at the center of a spiral pattern. Challenges regarding controlled activation of motors [67], maximal loading of shuttles [214], and long term storage and operation of the overall hybrid device [274,275] have also been investigated in detail.

Successful incorporation of these building blocks has led to the development of a biomolecular motor-powered smart dust biosensor [132]. In this biosensor, glutathione-S-transferase (GST) serves as the analyte. Biotinylated GST antibodies are linked to biotinylated microtubules via streptavidin, and quantum dots conjugated to the second GST antibody serve as optical tags. A microdevice with the shape of a flat well has been fabricated (Fig. 14b). Optical tags remain suspended in the solution and hence a separation of zones for analyte pick-up and tagging has been abolished. GST and optical tags have been captured onto functionalized microtubules, which move randomly on the flat surface of the device and then get immobilized at the sidewall. Furthermore, the sidewall exhibits extended overhangs, which prevents optical tags from reaching the sidewall by diffusion. The surface under the overhangs thus serves as an effective detection zone. GST at nanomolar concentration has been successfully detected within a few hours. Although there is significant scope for optimization of device parameters towards improving the sensitivity of the device, it represents the first prototype which tags, transports, deposits and detects unlabeled analytes.

9. Conclusions and outlook

Nanoscale engineering with biomolecular motors has blossomed in the past decade, but it still remains a scientific frontier. While some technologies proceed in a series of incremental steps, where each new device generation resembles the previous generation in its design and function, the field of molecular motor engineering represents a fresh approach to the challenge of purposefully converting chemical energy into mechanical work. As a result, the field has to develop an ecosystem of application ideas, which give direction to its future development.

Two distinct technology trends create a “pull” for the field. Firstly, the number of motors utilized in our lives is constantly increasing while their size is steadily decreasing. For example, a Ford T model of 1909 had exactly one motor while a modern car incorporates dozens of motors, including two motors operating the CD player. Creating the technology to produce minute amounts of mechanical work is almost certainly of significant future utility. The above-described ‘Smart Dust’ biosensor pushes this to the extreme by utilizing femtoNewtons of force to transport a small number of molecules.

Secondly, the direct and “cold” conversion of chemical energy into mechanical work is a so far unused route in technology. The currently dominant path from chemical energy over heat to mechanical work is beginning to be replaced by the pathway leading from chemical energy over electricity (via fuel cells) to mechanical work. In comparison, utilizing macroscopic arrays of molecular motors may enable efficiency gains as well as a reduction in the complexity of the system.

A third, scientific raison d’être for this work can be seen in the context of synthetic biology. Our ability to design complex biological system hinges on our understanding of the relevant mechanical engineering issues just as much as on our ability to program the genetic code. The ‘form’ of a biological system is constrained by physical laws as D’Arcy Thompson discussed [276], and these, often non-obvious, constraints will also be encountered when designing engineered in vitro systems. Mastering the design of hybrid systems will thus enable us to understand the choices made by evolution in more depth [277].

Nevertheless, significant challenges to real-world applications exist, first and foremost the limited stability of the biological components. Biomolecular motors and cytoskeletal filaments have to be maintained in aqueous solution of precise pH and ionic composition to prevent denaturation. Even under optimal environmental conditions, biological components are less stable than the less functional synthetic components and are regularly replaced in biological systems. Secondly, the hierarchical assembly of structures over multiple length scales, which is so beautifully exhibited by muscle tissue, has not yet been achieved. These challenges are of a fundamental nature and common to many fields within nanobiotechnology. It may take decades to resolve them or to develop synthetic components as replacements of the biological parts, just as it has taken decades to develop other technologies. However, we consider it a privilege to work on large problems.

Despite the interdisciplinary nature of this engineering frontier, polymer science concepts have proven to be critical for an understanding of the observations and conversely the employed structures illustrate polymer science concepts with particular vividness. The distance between a microtubule and the kinesin–coated surface is determined by the radius of gyration of the kinesin tail [128]. The statistical properties of the trajectory of a gliding microtubule are efficiently described by a persistence length [47]. The concept of a molecular weight distribution can be visually experienced by students examining the length distribution of microtubules polymerized from tubulin.

In summary, biomolecular motor engineering is driven by diverse goals beyond the initial vision of nanoscale transporters controlling the assembly of molecular building blocks in nanoscale factories. Convergence with efforts to design synthetic molecular motors by bottom-up [12,278] or top-down [279] assembly will further strengthen the vitality of the field.
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